
$POKELON is a BEP20 token that parodies wildly popular trends in DeFi and 
Gaming culture and brings them to life as an interactive, NFT Collectible Card 
Game.

The Pokelon Project first launched on Pancake Swap on 05/11/21 to an 
extremely excited community of early adopters on our Telegram. Since 
that time, we've gone 30x, charted on the top of CMC, developed a ton of 
utility and finally, rebranded to focus specifically on our collectible card 
game, featuring 151+ hand-crafted NFTs that put a hilarious twist on classic 
monsters. Holders can collect, sell and battle these cards to win cash 
prizes in tournaments!
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Token Type: BEP20
Token Name: $POKELON
Total Supply: 300,000,000
Available For Presale: 67,500,000 (22.5%)
       - Tier 1 (BSCBay): 15,000,000
       - Tier 2 (Gempad): 15,000,000
       - Tier 3 (Pinksale): 37,5000,000
Available At Listing: 67,500,000 (22.5%)
Burn Wallet: 45,000,000 (15%)
Private Sale (Marketing/Influencer Raise): 20,000,000 
(6.66%)
Tournament Prize Fund (Locked): 40,000,000 (13.33%)
Staking Pool (Locked): 40,000,000 (13.33%)
Airdrop Reserve (Locked): 20,000,000 (6.66%)
 

3% To LP
3% Marketing
2% Buyback

2% Dev wallet
 

Tax Per Tx.

100%
Safe To Ape

Liquidity Locked,
Anti-Whale, Anti-Bot

POKELONOMICS

BUY & SELL - 10%



Holders can stake their tokens over at our Farm. 
Each token is worth 1 point over a 24 hour 
period. (100 tokens = 100 points in 24 hours, 
1000 tokens = 1000 points in 24 hours, etc.)
 
Earn enough points and you can claim a Pokelon 
Card NFT to sell, trade or use in battle.

FEATURES

 
 

TOURNAMENTS

NFT 
FARMING

Pokelon League is a Telegram-based battling bot 
that we've developed to allows users to connect 
their wallets and battle each other, real time, 
anywhere on Telegram. 
 
We'll be holding bi-weekly tournaments where 
Trainers can compete to win prizes as high as 
$10,000!

Pokelon is cleverly disguised as a meme token. But under the hood, 
we've got a ton of utility, including NFT farming, staking, strategy 

based chat battles, evolvable NFTs and much, much more.



Supplying liquidity sounds difficult, but we've 
made it easy! Liquidity staking gets you a higher 
APY and you will be part of the liquidity pool 
rewards!

POKELON

FEATURES
 
 

POKELON 
SAFARI

LIQUIDITY 
FARM

Not interested in farming or giveaways to get 
your hands on NFTs? Not a problem. We've built 
a game in the Pokelon DAPP that allows you to 
throw a Satoshiball and mint a random NFT on 
demand. Catch a rare holographic or even a 
legendary!



Holders can also stake their $POKELON for 
some amazing APYs, ranging from 100%-180%!
 
This feature isn't available "soon". It's available at 
launch.

POKELON

FEATURES
 
 

NFT 
MARKETPLACE

STAKING

The Pokelon Community has always had a 
bustling trade marketplace in our trading chat, 
Elonmart. 
 
We're taking the Elonmart to the next level with  
fully native NFT Marketplace for trainers to trade 
and sell their rarest Pokelon.
 



Pokelon has over 151 unique NFTs and it can be  
lot to keep track of. We've made a page where 
you can view all of them and see the number of 
each that you own!

POKELON

FEATURES
 
 

DAILY 
GIVEAWAYS

MY POKELON

We hold different giveaways every single day 
where holders can win rare, low-supply 
holographic NFT cards.
 
In addition, we also feature an XP based chat 
game where you can strategically win your way 
to the top and earn super-rare NFTs, by using a 
variety of items available in the farm!
 



 
 
3% of every buy and sell will be going to the 
marketing wallet, allowing us to continue 
marketing into the indefinite future. 
 

POKELON

FEATURES
 
 

THE
POKELON
DAPP

SUSTAINABLE 
MARKETING 
WALLET

Pokelon ushers in the first iteration of the 
Pokelon dApp. The final iteration of this 
technology will launch Pokelon Arena, the fully 
graphical version of our card game. Allowing 
players to bet on live duels.
 



The Lifeblood of Pokelon

NFTS
 
 

NFTs are the way Pokelon Trainers interact with the Pokelon universe. These are 
limited in supply, but thankfully, there's a number of ways you can earn them!
 

CARDS

Cards are the primary form of NFT and allow 
holders to win collectible NFT cards that will 
be playable in the future.
 
Each card has a specific rarity, edition and 
supply. Additionally, most cards can also 
evolve, by farming a Moon Stone. When you 
evolve a Pokelon, you keep the original NFT, as 
well. So some cards are like 3 NFTs in one!
 
Cards can be acquired in a number of ways, 
which are detailed on the next page.



Pokelon NFT Cards

How To Catch Em
 
 

NFTs are the way Pokelon Trainers interact with the Pokelon universe. There are 
currently two separate types of NFTs, Gym Badges and Cards.
 

#1

Daily Giveaways

We hold daily giveaways of different kinds. Top 
Level, Top 50 holders, General Investors and more.
 
At that time, a form is posted for 3 minutes. And any 
applicants who enter are eligible to win the NFT by 
random draw.

#2

Mystery Eggs

Every week, a new Mystery Egg is “incubated” and 
given a specific hatch date. 
 
Unlike the flash giveaway nature of Encounters, 
holders are given a full week to enter into the 
giveaway.



Pokelon NFT Cards

How To Catch Em
 
 

NFTs are the way Pokelon Trainers interact with the Pokelon universe. There are 
currently two separate types of NFTs, Gym Badges and Cards.
 

#3

Pokelon Safari

Much like real-life collectible card games, holders 
of $POKELON can greatly increase their collection 
through the booster-pack nature of Pokelon Safari. 
Throw a ball and catch a mystery Pokelon for a low 
price! You might even get a holographic rare!
 

#4

Legendary Encounters

Legendary encounters are held at random and 
allow holders to win one extremely rare Pokelon 
Card, usually with a total supply of 1-3.



Pokelon Team

Project Pokelon Team

 
 

The Pokelon Master

TPM comes from a background in Silicon Valley 
startups and is one of the co-founders along with 
Mewdoge. Also part of the creation team, he writes 
the text for all NFT cards and Pokelon backstories.
 

Mewdoge

Mewdoge, the other co-founder of the duo is the 
brainchild behind all of the Pokelon designs, artwork 
and website. Also does art for Galaxy Heroes Coin.

Neal

Neal is our marketing mastermind, responsible for 
our entire marketing rollout, relationship building 
and also creating a substantial portion of utilities 
for the project.
 

While our full team is composed of 16 talented individuals in crypto, 
here's a quick look at a few of the primary minds behind the project.

Art Director

Project Director

R&D/Marketing



POKELON

CLOSING
 
 

We built Project Pokelon with the dream of making a 
meme-coin that captures nostalgia and weaves in 
powerful utilities only found on the most highly funded 
projects in crypto. 
 
We hope that you'll join us as we bring the world one 
step closer to the internationally shared dream of being 
able to beat the shit out of one another's cryptocurrency 
culture icons in card form.
 
-The Project Pokelon Team


